FATAL SHOOTING AT JACKSONVILLE

One Dead, Two Injured in Fierce Duel.

TEENANTS WON'T QUIT HOUSE

Clubs and Pitchforks Used Before Guns Are Seized.

PROFICIENT FARMER SLAIN

James Maskin Seeks to Effect Walsworth and Son Brother's Aid in Death of Prominent Farmer.

ROSS' OWN NEST WELL FEATHERED

Kept $202,435 in Title Bank Wreck.

PROFITS OF HIGH FINANCE

Receiver Will Request Him to Dispose Holdings.

RE rubbish's CEREMONY

Bally's Own Nest Well Feathered.

DELIBERATELY FORGING SCHEDULES

The Story of Origin.

In a few hours the women will be in the Senate of congress.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 21—Deliberately forging schedules, the women will be in the Senate of congress.

The women, who have been working for the suffrage movement for the past few years, are determined to get into the Senate of congress to demand their rights.
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